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ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional, multicell, Eulerian computer
code is under development to predict the grav-
ity-driven spreading dynamics and thermal inter-
actions of a molten corium layer flowing hori-
zontally over a concrete substrate. The code is
compared to recent experiments in which molten
mixtures of iron and aluminum oxide flowed over
concrete in the presence and absence of water.
Results are presented from scoping calculations
for the Mk I BWR system investigating the
spreading-induced penetration immediately fol-
lowing the drainage of a predominantly oxide
molten corium mixture from a localized breach in
the reactor vessel.
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NOMENCLATURE
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q

Re
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cor

UJ
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bottom or top surface area of jth
numerical grid cell, m
specific heat at constant pressure,
J/(kg.K)

4h
1 - a

hydraulic diameter, m
friction factor
gravitational acceleration, m/s
collapsed depth of melt layer, m
thermal conductivity, W/(m»K)
atomic or molecular weight
Prandtl number of corium flow
heat flux at bottom surface, W/m
heat flux at top surface, W/m
decay heat generation rate per unit
mass of corium, W/kg
oxidation energy release per unit
mass of zirconium, J/kg
Reynolds number of corium flow
displacement coordinate along one-
dimensional flow channel, m
perimeter length of j-1/2 cell edge
normal to flow, m
temperature, K
velocity, m/s

mass fraction of initial concrete
mass corresponding to CO2
mass fraction of initial concrete
mass corresponding to free and bound
H20

a
Ae,

"film
6t

- mass fraction of initial concrete
mass corresponding to slag products

- void fraction
- change in concrete specific enthalpy

in going from initial concrete tem-
perature to concrete liquidus temper-
ature, J/kg

- thickness of concrete eroded, m
- vapor/gas film thickness, m
- timestep size, s
- emissivity
- density, kg/m
- initial concrete density, kg/m
- Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/(m «K)

Superscripts

n
n+1

— beginning of timestep value
— end of timestep value

Subscripts

bot
c
cor
film
j

J-l
j-1/2

m
o
ox

slag
top

melt layer bottom surface
concrete
corium mixture
vapor/gas film
center of j th numerical grid cell
center of j-l st numerical grid cell
common edge of j th and j-l st numer-
ical grid cells
corium metal phase
corium oxide phase
metallic zirconium undergoing oxida-
tion
entrained concrete slag
melt layer top surface

INTRODUCTION

For those Mk I Boiling Water Reactor severe
accident sequences in which molten corium is
postulated to melt through the reactor pressure
vessel lower head, a significant uncertainty
concerns the potential for corium to spread over
the concrete floor in the drywell and cause
early failure of the spherical containment
shell. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the
pedestal and drywell regions in the Peach Bottom
Mk I system. The reinforced concrete walls and
floors of the cylindrical pedestal cavity
largely present an initial barrier to the molten
corium as it impinges upon and splashes off of
the structures inside the pedestal. However,
the pedestal wall incorporates a doorway for
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personnel access from the surrounding annular
drywell region. Molten corium that collects
upon the floor inside the pedestal is generally-
free to flow through the doorway and to spread
out over the concrete floor in the drywell annu-
lus. If molten corium comes into contact with
the steel shell, then the ensuing thermal inter-
actions might be envisioned to result in ther-
mally-induced failure of the shell. Therefore,
a significant question is whether the corium
released into the pedestal can spread suffi-
ciently far to contact the steel containment
shell or whether freezing and immobilization due
to heat losses into the underlying concrete,
into water, and into structures present inside
the drywell may preclude damaging contact with
the shell.

Predictions of meltthrough of the shell
were first performed by Greene et al. using
corium conditions obtained from CORCON code cal-
culations of the molten core concrete interac-
tion (MCCI) following the assumed uniform
spreading of a large corium mass over the floor
area of the pedestal and drywell. Estimates of
the lateral migration of corium associated with
long-term MCCI were carried out by Corradini
for the case of gradual addition of corium to
the MCCI zone. In this case, the lateral pene-
tration represents the sidewards and downwards
erosion of concrete surrounding the core debris
calculated with a modified version of CORCON.
For the relatively short-term release of corium
immediately following vessel breaching, Kazimi
estimated the spreading potential with a simple
model assuming that spreading takes place over a
semi-circular region and using a heat transfer
coefficient determined from analysis of non-
spreading, natural convective MCCIs. Greene
has employed simulant materials to experimen-
tally study the spreading of liquids impinging
as molten jets upon a non-reactive surface with
and without the presence of an initial water
layer on the surface. Henry injected mixtures
of iron-alumina thermite into steel-walied test
sections containing a concrete base and two rec-
tilinear compartments to investigate the quench-
ing by water of debris which has spread over
concrete and come to rest adjacent to a vertical
steel wall.

A one-dimensional computer code (MELTSPREAD)
is being developed at Argonne National Laboratory
to provide an analysis framework to investigate
the spreading of corium over concrete and assess
the potential for corium to spread to the con-
tainment shell in the Mk I system. A major
objective of MELTSPREAD development is the iden-
tification of suitable models to describe the
dominant spreading phenomena by means of compar-
ison with relevant spreading experiments. Ini-
tial efforts in this area have involved compari-
son with the thermite experiments of Henry. A
preliminary scoping investigation of spreading
behavior in the full-scale Mk I reactor system
has also been carried out. The present paper

discusses the current status of MELTSPREAD, the
comparison of code calculations with the ther-
mite tests, and the initial results obtained for
the Mk I system.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

MELTSPREAD performs an Eulerian, finite
difference, numerical fluid dynamics calculation
of the gravity-driven motions and thermal inter-
actions of a molten corium mass flowing through
a one-dimensional spreading channel over an
underlying ablating concrete substrate. The
velocity of the flowing melt is dependent upon
the local gravity head of the spreading layer.
In particular, the local fluid velocities are
assumed to satisfy the implicit, finite differ-
ence formulation of the momentum equation,
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The nonconservative form of the radial momentum
equation is employed because it reduces to
Bernoulli's law In the limit of steady state
frictionless flow. A staggered mesh is employed
in which velocities are defined at the edges of
numerical grid cells, and layer depths as well
as temperatures are defined at cell centers.

The total layer collapsed depth, h, is
written as a sum of the individual collapsed
depths for the spreading layer constituents.
The spreading layer constituents are the corium
oxide phase, the corium metal phase, and melted
concrete slag entrained into the layer. The
oxide phase satisfies the mass conservation
equation,
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The area, Aj, and length, SJ \/i> m a v be defined
in an arbitrary manner to represent a one-
dimensional flow channel of specified configura-
tion. The convective mass flux terms in Eq. 2
are donor cell differenced according to the pre-
scription defined by Eq. 3. The collapsed depth
of the metal phase, b^, obeys a similar equa-
tion. The collapsed depth of the entrained con-
crete slag is obtained from the equation,
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The molten corium oxide phase, corium metal
phase, and entrained concrete slag constituents
are assumed to be in local thermodynamic equi-
librium at a single layer temperature, T. The
local layer temperature is obtained from the
solution of the energy conservation equation,
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The last term in Eq. 5 accounts for the energy
released from the oxidation of metallic zirco-
nium present in the melt layer. Carbon dioxide
and water vapor passing through the melt are
assumed to react with zirconium according to the
reactions, Zr + 2CO2 •* ZrO2 + 2C0 and Zr + 2H2O
-+ ZrO2 + 2H2. The chemical energy release in a
particular numerical grid cell is set equal to
zero when there is no metallic Zr in that cell.
The amount of Zr oxidized by gases passing
through the melt layer is obtained from the
solution of the equation,
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where h Q X is the collapsed depth of metallic
zirconium that has been oxidized. If h,
exceeds '. is the mass fraction

ox.j
frac^j hQ * where ^j

of the corium oxide phase specified to corre-
spond to metallic zirconium, then the oxidation
release in Eq. 5 and the oxidation-induced mass
source in Eq. 6 are set equal to zero.
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An assessment of the physical flow regime
of the melt layer is carried out in terms of the
superficial velocity of the gases passing
through the layer and the layer void fraction.
Since the gas velocity is expected to most fre-
quently fall into a range characteristic of
churn-turbulent flow, the layer void fraction is
assumed given by the churn-turbulent expression
of Kataoka and Ishii.

+ kip h + p h ) q
j o o n n j decay

dS
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A major uncertainty in modeling the spread-
ing of corium over concrete is the definition of
the heat fluxes at the upper and lower surfaces
of the spreading molten corium layer. Contribu-
tors to this uncertainty include the possible
effects of transient thermal conduction within
the concrete, concrete decomposition and gas
evolution, entrainment of concrete into the
coriura, freezing of corium, and interactions



between corium and water. The currently exist-
ing experimental database on spreading does not
allow one to select among the various mechanisms
by comparison of code calculations with test
results. In the absence of definitive experi-
mental data obtained with reactor materials, it
is assumed here that the downward heat losses
from the corium are limited by forced convection
to a solid crust layer at the core-concrete
interface. The bases for this assumption are
the expectations that: (a) for the horizontal
spreading velocities predicted in the applica-
tions discussed below, turbulent forced convec-
tion within the corium layer is a major, possi-
bly dominating, process; and (b) molten corium
will freeze upon contact with the concrete.

The downward heat flux from the melt is
thus set equal to

0 - h (T - T ).
Dot bot freeze

(7)

The crust freezing temperature, T£ r e e z e, is
taken equal to the freezing temperature of the
oxide phase when oxide is present in non-
negligible proportion. For a pure metal melt,
the freezing temperature of the metal is used.
The forced convection heat transfer coefficient,
h^ot* is defined as the maximum of the laminar
expression,

h -7.6
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cor

D
and the turbulent correlation,
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The erosion rate of the concrete substrate
is assumed given by the quasi-steady expression,
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Definition of the upward heat flux is dis-
cussed below in conjunction with applications of
the code.

COMPARISON WITH THERMITE EXPERIMENTS

Experiments have been performed at Fauske
and Associates, Incorporated to investigate the
effectiveness of water upon the quenching of
melt which has flowed over a concrete substrate
to accumulate adjacent to a vertical steel wall.
The melt consists principally of molten Fe and
AloOo generated by the exothermic reaction of a
commercial thermite mixture. Eleven and twenty
kilogram masses of thermite were injected down-
ward into a 15 cm wide by 30 cm long rectilinear
cavity with painted steel walls and a concrete
floor. The melt is free to flow from this cav-

ity through an open, 7.6 cm wide, rectangular
pathway to enter an adjoining 15 cm wide by 70
cm long spreading compartment. The spreading
region contains a concrete floor having a trough
7.6 cm wide and 2.54 cm deep intended to channel
the flow towards the downstream vertical wall.
In all cases, virtually complete segregation of
the metal and oxide phases was observed in post-
test examination with the metal having preceded
the oxide into the test section and subsequently
solidified beneath the overlying oxide in a
stratified configuration. In the 20 kg tests,
the iron was observed to be solidified over the
full length of the spreading channel beneath the
oxide. In contrast, the iron in the 11 kg
experiments was found solidified as a layer
underneath the oxide having a straight leading
edge located within one centimeter of the liner
wall. It is likely that the iron flowed all the
way to the liner, but subsequently contracted
away from the painted steel wall due to the
effects of the high surface tension of molten
iron.

Unfortunately, detailed measurements of the
melt conditions as it flowed through the test
section were not obtained from the experiments.
Although thermocouples are embedded in the ver-
tical wall at the downstream end of the test
section, they are recessed from the wall inner
surface by a sufficient distance such that the
delay time of the thermocouple response intro-
duces a large uncertainty precluding a useful
determination of the melt temperature when it
first reaches the wall. The initial temperature
of the injected melt was not measured but is
thought to be in excess of 2400 K by the experi-
menters based upon the observation that the
alumina (freezing temperature - 2315 K) flowed
in a molten state. Due to the lack of detailed
data, the only comparison of melt conditions
that may be carried out is whether the melt is
calculated to spread the full length of the test
section versus undergoing freezing and immobili-
zation at a shorter distance. In view of this
limitation, specific modeling assumptions in the
calculations were selected with the expectation
of shortening the predicted penetration. For
example, the initial melt temperature was taken
equal to 2400 K, even though measurements and
estimates of temperatures following the classi-
cal thermite reaction suggest higher values of
approximately 2700 K or greater.

Calculations were carried out for the flow
of pure iron alone, since the iron is the mater-
ial that first enters the test section and actu-
ally flows over the concrete. This reflects the
segregation of the metal and oxide phases inside
the thermite injector. The less dense oxide is
expected to flow later over the layer of previ-
ously Injected iron. The injection timescale
for the iron phase is estimated to be several
times shorter than the predicted interval during
which the metal flows through the spreading
channel. Thus, the calculation assumes that all



of.the iron has been delivered into the injec-
tion cavity and is uniformly distributed over
the injection cavity floor area at the inception
of the calculation. The iron subsequently
enters and flows through the 70 cm long spread-
ing channel. Downward forced convection heat
transfer is assumed limited by the presence of a
crust of solidified iron at the lower surface of
the spreading layer, as discussed above.

In Test No. 3, 11.4 kg of thermite of which
6.0 kg is iron was injected into a test section
containing basaltic aggregate concrete. Water
was not initially present inside the test sec-
tion but was subsequently introduced in a spray
mode thirty seconds after the onset of melt
injection. Heat transfer from the melt upper
surface was modeled in terms of thermal radia-
tion off of the top surface from the local bulk
melt temperature to the surrounding structure,

. 4 4

The temperature dependent emissivity for molten
iron was taken equal to 0.35 at the iron freez-
ing temperature. Equation 11 implies that
crusts are not present as a temperature boundary
condition at the melt layer upper surface. As
discussed above, this assumption was selected
because it tends to shorten the penetration.
However, the gas flux resulting from concrete
decomposition might break up any crusts which
form into small segments as well as entraining
and carrying melt to the layer upper surface
thereby effectively negating the heat transfer
effects of crust formation. The energy source
due to oxidation of Fe from chemical reactions
with H^O and CO2 liberated from concrete heatup
and decomposition was Included in the energy
equation. The basaltic aggregate concrete
employed in the test was described with proper-
ties appropriate for a composition similar to
that discussed in the CORCON manual. Outside
the injection compartment, the melt is assumed
to remain confined within the 7.6 cm wide
trough. The pedestal compartment and spreading
channel were nodalized with a total of forty
numerical grid cells each 2.5 cm long.

The iron is calculated to spread the full
length of the spreading channel over a time
interval of 2.4 s. The superheat (i.e., excess
temperature above the iron freezing temperature
of 1811 K) at the melt leading edge is calcu-
lated to decrease from an initial value of 590 K
(corresponding to an initial temperature of
2400 K) to a value of 210 K upon reaching the
downstream end of the test section.

In Test No. 4, 20 kg of thermite was
injected into a test section containing lime-
stone aggregate-common sand concrete as well as
a layer of water 3.8 cm deep and initially at
room temperature. Upward heat transfer was
modeled in terms of the Zuber saturated critical
heat flux for a flat plate9 and the factor of

Ivey and Morris accounting for the effects of
subcooling. This selection for the upward heat
flux was made for two reasons. First, the crit-
ical heat flux is expected to exceed that corre-
sponding to film boiling or transition boiling,
consistent with the approach of making assump-
tions which tend to decrease the penetration
potential. Second, the test section pressures
measured during the experiment correspond to
subcooling of the water by as much as 160 K.
The effects of subcooling upon the critical heat
flux may be accounted for whereas a representa-
tion of such large subcoolings in other boiling
regimes could not be conveniently implemented
for the analysis. The resulting upward heat
fluxes in the calculation attain values as high
as 22 MW/m . The spreading mass of pure iron is
predicted to reach the downstream end of the
spreading channel at 1.5 s after the inception
of the calculation with a superheat of 80 K rel-
ative to an initial value of 590 K.

Thus, on the basis of the MELTSPREAD calcu-
lations, the iron is expected to rsadily spread
over the full length of the test section consis-
tent with the observed material distributions.

APPLICATION TO THE MK I SYSTEM

A set of scoping calculations was carried
out to investigate the coriuni spreading poten-
tial in the Peach Bottom Mk I geometry. A cor-
ium mass of 54 metric tonnes (54000 kg) corre-
sponding to 15% of the in-vessel inventory of
core materials and below-core structures was
assumed to drain under gravity through a single
localized breach in the reactor pressure vessel
lower head. The initial breach size was taken
equal to 15.2 cm representative of a failed con-
trol rod drive guide tube penetration. Fifteen
percent of the zirconium is assumed to have been
oxidized in-vessel at the time of vessel breach-
ing. The resulting coriuni composition corre-
sponds to 47 wt% U02-4 wt% ZrO2-15 wt% Zr-34 wt%
stainless steel. The corium mixture is modeled
as distinct oxide and metal phases. The oxide
phase consists of the IK^, Zr, and ZrO2 constit-
uents while the metal phase contains the Fe, Cr,
and Ni present in the stainless steel. A decay
heat generation of 0.206 Watts per gram of cor-
ium was assumed, representative of decay heating
at roughly 10000 seconds following shutdown.
The concrete substrate was assumed to have a
composition virtually identical to the default
composition for limestone aggregate-common sand
concrete presented in the CORCON manual. The
pressure inside the drywell was assumed to equal
0.365 megapascal absolute at the time of vessel
meltthrough. Water at saturation conditions is
assumed initially present inside the drywell.

As molten corium drains through the vessel
breach, ablation of the surrounding lower head
wall increases the size of the hole. MELTSPREAD
incorporates a model for calculating the abla-
tion-induced enlargement of the breach presented
in Refs. 11 and 12.



The pedestal floor beneath the reactor ves-
sel contains two large, adjacent, sump pits hav-
ing an average depth of 0.44 m. The sumps are
uncovered during operation and can accommodate
approximately 5900 m3 of core debris. It is
assumed that masses of corium in excess of that
filling the sumps are required for a molten pool
to accumulate above the floor level inside the

spedestal and enter the drywell. At an assumed
void fraction of 0.5, this represents an accumu-
lation of 21 tonnes or corium inside the sumps
prior to the onset of spreading.

The calculations all employ the same numer-
ical grid representation of a one-dimensional
spreading flowpath. The first grid cell corre-
sponds to the region interior to the pedestal
wall. All of the heat transfer coefficients
inside the pedestal were set equal to zero in
the calculations for the purpose of investigat-
ing the temperature drop of the corium melt
associated with the spreading flow inside the
pedestal-drywell shell annulus alone. After
passing through the doorway, the melt is envi-
sioned to flow towards the shell as a radial fan
jet. In particular, the one-dimensional spread-
ing channel is currently defined as a 90* sector
of an annulus as illustrated in Figure 2. The
assumption of a 90° spreading angle is arbi-
trary. This assumption was made with the

CONTAINMENT
STEEL SHELL

DOORWAY

Fig. 2. Illustration of Flow Channel Through
Which Corium is Assumed to Spread in
Region Between Pedestal Wall and Con-
tainment Shell

expectation that a genuine two-dimensional cal-
culation would predict spreading over an angle
exceeding 90* giving rise to smaller layer
thicknesses, greater heat losses, and a lesser
penetration potential than calculated here. The
inner radius of the annulus is defined as the
radius of a circle such that one-fourth of its
circumference is equal to the width of the door-
way. The outer radius of the fan jet is set
equal to the inner radius plus the pedestal-to-
drywell shell distance of 2.62 ra. The fan jet
portion of the spreading channel was nodalized
in terms of forty equal volume radial grid
cells. The remaining thirty-nine grid cells
represent the remainder of tiie annular region
between the pedestal outer wall and drywell
shell. Each of these cells is assumed to have a
width equal to twice the pedestal-shell dis-
tance. Thus, the mat'.rial in the spreading cal-
culation is free to enter the numerical grid in
the pedestal, flow radially in the fan jet
region, and then flow through a one-dimensional
planar grid representing material wrapping
around the annulus.

The melt is assumed to flow beneath water
residing on the drywell floor at the time of
vessel failure. The definition of the heat flux
at the upper layer of the melt represents a
major uncertainty. In the absence of a defini-
tive reactor material database, upward heat
transfer in these scoping calculations is
modeled in terms of film boiling off of the melt
upper surface to overlying water. The film
boiling heat fluxes are thus given by

film.j
Q - A — (T - T
toP.J j « jfilm.j

4
A.ae(T
j j

4
- T

(12)
)

water

The film thickness and thermal conductivity
reflect the combined effects of thermal radia-
tion and vaporization as well as the nonconden-
sable gases emerging from the top of the melt.
A formulation to determine the film thickness
and thermal conductivity accounting for both
vaporization and a noncondensable gas flux
developed for the current analysis is presented
in Ref. 12. In general, at temperatures above
the freezing temperature of the corium oxide
phase, thermal conduction across the film is
small compared with thermal radiation.

It should be noted that gases rising
through the melt may be anticipated to entrain
and carry fresh melt up to the upper surface
while entraining segments of any crust which
forms back into the bulk of the melt where
remelting might occur. Sufficiently high gas
fluxes might enhance the upward heat fluxes from
the melt significantly above those corresponding
to film boiling from a flat surface. In partic-
ular, the gas velocity might entrain droplets of



corium from .the melt layer into the overlying
water pool where significant heat transfer from
the droplets and even droplet freezing may
occur. These potential effects of a nonconden-
sable gas flux upon the heat transfer were not
modeled in the calculations and represent a cur-
rent uncertainty.

Figure 3 shows the time dependent disposi-
tion of the corium mass that has drained from
the reactor vessel, for an initial melt super-
heat of 160 K above the oxide phase liquidus
temperature of 2670 K. This value of the corium
temperature was chosen to correspond to a high
value of superheat likely to be an upper bound.
The top curve is the total corium mass expelled
through the vessel breach. Also shown in Figure
3 is the time dependent breach diameter. The
ablation-induced enlargement in breach area is
responsible for the general increase in the rate
of corium ejection up until the time when nearly
all of the corium has drained from the vessel.
Before 29 seconds, all corium is collected
within the sumps. After this time, corium
spills over the sump walls and begins to accumu-
late upon the pedestal floor. As the. melt depth
inside the pedestal rises, corium starts to flow
out the doorway and spread along the concrete in
the pedestal-drywell annulus. Corium drainage
from the vessel continues until 67 seconds fol-
lowing breach inception. By 76 seconds, the
mass of corium which has entered the annulus is
about equal to that which has overflowed the
sumps and still remains upon the pedestal floor.

The advancement of the melt layer outside
the doorway as well as its temperature history
ire shown in Figures 4 and 5 which present the
profiles of collapsed layer depth and superheat
jetween the doorway and the steel shell over the
ixtent of the fan jet region. Also shown is the
collapsed depth (4.08 centimeters) corresponding
to the uniform distribution of all of the dis-
charged corium over the total area of the pedes-
tal floor and annulus floor following filling of
the sump volume. By the time that the melt
front has penetrated a distance of one meter at
36 s (Figure 4), the superheat has been com-
pletely lost at the leading edge. Subsequently,
it would be expected that freezing would occur
to an extent sufficient to immobilize the melt
at the leading edge. By 38 seconds, the region
of zero superheat and generally enhanced freez-
ing extends for about half a meter behind the
leading edge (Figure 5). The rapid reduction in
superheat with melt penetration reflects the
small collapsed depth of the layer (of the order
of one centimeter) which gives rise to large
surface-to-volume ratios and high convective
heat losses from the melt.

Gas velocities calculated within the layer
are typical of churn turbulent flow conditions.
At 36 s, the maximum superficial velocity and
void fraction are less than 0.25 m/s and 0.22
respectively. The calculation assumes that all
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Fig. 5. Collapsed Septh and Superheat Distribu-
tions at 38 s for Case of 160 K Initial
Superheat



of the CC>2 "and ̂ 0 gases entering the melt react
completely with the metallic Zr. However, if
the reactions of the gases as they pass through
the melt are incomplete because of the small
layer thickness, then less oxidation energy
release will take place resulting in lower tem-
peratures. The effects of incomplete reaction
were investigated by setting the oxidation
energy release identically to zero in Eq. 5.
Virtually the same material distributions are
predicted with and without chemical reaction.
The temperature distributions at 38 seconds with
complete and zero chemical reactions differ by
no more than a maximum of about 25 K.

The relatively small initial thicknesses of
the melt layer are a result of the assumption
that corium is free to flow out of the doorway
as soon as there is any accumulation upon the
pedestal floor. The early spreading behavior
reflects the shallow pool depths initially
residing inside the pedestal. Under these con-
ditions, immobilization of the melt might be
expected to form a "dam" at the leading edge at
least temporarily retaining the melt upstream
and preventing it from significant further
advancement. In such a case, the flow of addi-
tional melt out of the pedestal will continue
into the pool of melt behind the dam. However,
it may be observed from Figure 3 that the rate
of corium discharge from the vessel breach into
the pedestal exceeds that for corium flow out
the doorway until virtually all of the corium
has drained out of the vessel at 67 seconds.
Thus, the depth of the corium pool inside the
pedestal increases with time attaining a maximum
collapsed depth of 10 cm at 67 s. This depth
corresponds to a mass of 21.5 tonnes of corium
upon the pedestal floor distinct from the mater-
ial in the sumps. Because corium accumulates as
a relatively deep layer inside the pedestal, the
spreading flow at later times is expected to be
characterized by greater layer depths, larger
gravity heads, and higher velocities.

The spreading phenomena at later times fol-
lowing the accumulation of a significant corium
mass inside the pedestal were examined with
additional calculations in which the spreading
calculation was not initiated until 67 s after
vessel breaching when the pool depth inside the
pedestal has achieved its maximum value. This
approach is an approximate one, because it
ignores the molten and frozen corium which has
previously exited through the doorway and spread
out over the floor in the annulus region. How-
ever, the current calculations permit an inves-
tigation of the spreading behavior at much later
times than are characteristic of the initial
melt penetration phase discussed above.

The melt is calculated to spread to the
shell in a molten state. Figure 6 shows the
collapsed depth and superheat profiles at 70 s,
just after the melt reaches the shell. Col-
lapsed layer depths of 3 to 4 cm are predicted.
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Fig. 6. Collapsed Depth and Superheat Distribu-
tions at 70 s for Case of Delayed Ini-
tiation of Spreading and 160 K Initial
Superheat

The superheat behind the leading edge has been
reduced to 70 K from the initial value of 160 K.
Although the superheat does not decrease to
zero, a large reduction of about 90 K is
obtained by the time that the leading edge
reaches the shell. Thus, for sufficiently low
superheats of the order of about 90 K or less,
it is expected that the onset of coriura freezing
would be predicted short of the shell. This was
verified for the case of an initial superheat of
25 K. For this lower superheat, the ablation-
induced enlargement of the vessel breach pro-
ceeds at a slower rate. Consequently, the cor-
ium drains from the reactor vessel over a longer
timescale of 105 s. Coriura first spills out of
the sumps and begins to accumulate on the pedes-
tal floor at 37 s following vessel breaching.
The spreading calculation was initiated when all
corium had drained from the vessel at 105 s and
assuming an initial pedestal pool depth of 8.0
cm corresponding to a corium mass of 17 tonnes
above the pedestal floor. The superheat is cal-
culated to decrease to zero behind the leading
edge when the melt has flowed about 1.4 meter
from the doorway and is still 1.2 meter from the
shell (Figure 7). The current results are sug-
gestive that for superheats of the order of 25
K, freezing of the corium oxide phase and immo-
bilization may take place without penetration to
the shell.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions and observations
may be drawn from the current analysis of
spreading of high temperature melts:

i) The analysis of spreading of corium over a
concrete substrate involves a number of uncer-
tainties. Particularly significant is the mod-
eling of the heat losses from the melt layer
downward into the concrete and upward into over-
lying water.
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Fig. 7. Collapsed Depth and Superheat Distribu-
tions at 107 s for Case of Delayed
Initiation of Spreading and 25 K Ini-
tial Superheat

ii) The currently existing database on spread-
ing does not allow one to choose between dif-
ferent potential mechanisms involved in the
spreading of corium over concrete on the basis
of comparison of code calculations with experi-
ment results. Reactor material tests are
required to complement data obtained using simu-
lant materials.

iii) On the basis of MELTSPREAD calculations of
the Fauske and Associates thermite experiments,
the molten iron is expected to spread over the
full test section length consistent with the
observed material distributions. This is the
case even when assumptions are made which tend
to underestimate the penetration. Unfortun-
ately, the lack of test data providing condi-
tions within the flowing melt precludes the com-
parison of calculated local temperatures,
depths, and velocities with the experiments.

iv) Scoping calculations were carried out
investigating corium spreading in the Peach
Bottom Mk I configuration immediately following
the drainage of 54 tonnes of a predominantly
oxide corium mixture from a localized breach in
the reactor vessel lower head. The calculations
indicate that predictions of corium penetration
to the containment shell versus freezing and
immobilization short of the shell are strongly
sensitive to the superheat of corium exiting *Me
pedestal doorway.

v) For a high superheat of 160 K, corium is
calculated to spread to the containment shell
with a non-negligible amount of superheat
remaining. For a lower superheat of 25 K, the
corium major oxide phase is calculated to begin
to freeze and undergo Immobilization after
spreading about half the distance to the con-
tainment shell.

vi) For the release of a corium mass of 54
tonnes over a timescale of about one minute, the
assumption that corium immediately begins to
spread away from the doorway results in the cal-
culation of a spreading layer depth of about one
centimeter behind the flow leading edge.
Because the assumed corium release rate exceeds
that for gravity flow out the doorway, coriura
progressively accumulates as a deeper pool
inside the pedestal. If the onset of spreading
is delayed until a maximum depth is attained
inside the pedestal, then the spreading layer
depth behind the flow leading edge is calculated
to rise to about four centimeters.

ix) Scoping calculations suggest that for cor-
ium spreading over limestone aggregate-common
sand concrete, the prediction of spreading to
the shell versus freezing short of the shell is
not strongly sensitive to the extent of comple-
tion of oxidation reactions of concrete decompo-
sition gases passing through the melt layer.
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